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Preface 

The last year of my studies Mechanica! Engineering I did my final assignment at the 
group of Constructions and Mechanisms. Part-time I worked at FOM Rijnhuizen in 
Nieuwegein. The assignment was to design a remote handling system tor heavy 
(20 tons), radiating and contaminated components tor ITER. ITER is a large scale 
international research project that aims to demonstrate the commercial exploitation of 
electrical energy produced by nuclear fusion . At the start of the project I familiarized 
with the ITER project. This considered not only the technica! background of a nuclear 
fusion plant, but also the organization of the project. 1 assessed the remote handling 
of the Upper Port Plug (UPP), a heavy in-vessel component, which has to be 
transferred trom the Vacuum Vessel to the Hot Cell tor maintenance. A baseline 
design tor the remote handling system was already devised. Information was 
gathered until an assessment of the baseline design could be made. Several design 
issues were indicated and discussed with the ITER Organization in Cadarache, 
France. Design optimizations were developed and finally a set of design changes 
were suggested and submitted in a paper tor the Symposium of Fusion Technology 
(SOFT) 2010. These changes provide opportunities to improve the reliability and 
safety of the remote handling system. 

1 would like to thank my coach Nick Rosielle as head of the Constructions and 
Mechanisms group. His knowledge and devotion was very helpful. Also I thank the 
students of the group tor their help on my project and letting me in on their own 
projects. 1 would also like to thank all the people of the Remote Handling group at 
FOM Rijnhuizen who helped me during the year, especially my coach Jarich Koning. 
From the ITER Organization I would like to thank the Remote Handling Section, 
especially Jean-Pierre Martins and Jean-Pierre Friconneau tor their technica! 
discussions, and tor providing me with all necessary documents and drawings. 

Jan-Willem Pustjens 
Eindhoven, 18th August 201 O 



Summary 

The ITER Tokamak will be inaccessible tor operators during maintenance, because 
of neutron-activated materials and hazardous dust (beryllium and tritium). During 
scheduled shutdowns , in-vessel components need to be assembled and maintained. 
A system of Remote Handling systems theretore has been devised to confine and 
handle the (contaminated and activated) ITER in-vessel components during their 
transfer between the Vacuum Vessel (VV) and the Hot Cell Facility (HCF) . The HCF 
provides a secure environment tor the processing , repair or refurbishment, testing , 
and disposal of components that have become activated by neutron exposure. In this 
report is focused on the handling of one specific in-vessel component : the Upper Port 
Plug (UPP) . A typical UPP weighs 20 tons, has a length of 6 meter, cross section of 1 
m2 and is mounted cantilevered with a bolted flange in the Port on the distal side. 
Also a sealing is applied near this flange to ensure the UHV of the VV. In between 
the Upper Port and the concrete floor of the building is the Port Duet, a vulnerable 
flexible bellows structure to al low expansion of the VV . 

Very reliable and robust remote handling techniques will be necessary to manipulate 
and exchange the UPP. The reliability of these techniques will also impact the length 
of the machine's shut-down phases. However, the baseline design contains issues 
that jeopardize the reliability, availability and safety. The most important issues are 
the cantilevered transfer of the heavy Cask into the vulnerable Port Duet. The 
stiffness of the system during the laad transfer is not optimal and in the worst case 
the cask bears the risk of dropping in the gap between building and VV. Furthermore, 
the system has three distinct docking interfaces at the VV, being : Building , Docking 
Flange and Plug Flange. First is docked to the building , which seems redundant. The 
current design assumptions have led to a solution composed of several modules (air 
transporter, pallet , cask envelope, ramp and tractor) , which together fulfil the 
containment, hand over and transfer requirements. Each module has at least six 
degrees of freedom (DoF) to be statically determined; leading to a superfluous 
number of DoF's to be actively or passively constrained . The result is a complex 
design that has to fit in a limited space, having relatively long force loops. The system 
with complex alignment mechanisms and complex docking strategy may result in 
inadequate behaviour, like lack of accuracy, position hysteresis, unnecessary wear 
and jamming. This has consequences on reliability , availability and safety. 

Careful reduction of the number of DoF's represents an opportunity to relax the 
tolerances in the design, resulting in cost optimization and reliabil ity increase. Navel 
design concepts are proposed at the module scope. Different residual shortcomings 
on the design at module level are demonstrated and tor each a concept solution is 
shown. Examples are the Pallet which doesn 't allow rotation around the vertical axis. 
A new solution is suggested inspired on train bogies. A new kinematica! design for 
the Tractor is suggested where stiffness is increased, tilting and lifting motions are 
decoupled and a large ratio between actuator and Gripper stroke is applied. The 
benefits of a non-cantilevered handling system are reviewed . Optimizations on the 
modules will improve system performance ; however the main issues like the complex 
docking strategy remain . 

Validation tests on the (improved) baseline design can be done with e.g. finite 
element analysis, but it is expected that performance will meet the safety standards 
marginally. Therefore, it is suggested to further investigate into a full system redesign 
of the Cask and Plug Remote Handling Systems (CPRHS) , up to and including the 
external interfaces, as these are drivers for the system performance. To make 
progress with the biggest flaws like the cantilevered translation in the Duet of the 
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Cask Envelope, another system concept like the Tubular Guide is recommended. 
The Tubular Guide (TG) is a (semi-permanent) extra tube mounted in the Port Duet 
on the Port Extension with internal rails. The Cask docks to the TG. However, this 
requires new design solutions and the impact on the Product Breakdown Structure 
(PBS) is rather large. The integration issues are assessed to distillate realistic 
proposals. For the Tubular Guide important interface changes are required. The 
space allocation in time changes tor the CPRHS system. The new cask can be 
designed within the old cask volume envelope, but the Tubular Guide itself claims 
volume in the Port Duet, also during Tokamak operation. The TG changes loading 
conditions on the VV, the docking interface changes and the contaminated volume is 
increased. Furthermore, there are unsolved design issues like the disassembling of 
the UPP pipes, which is still an undeveloped terrain (also tor the baseline). The rails
in-duct concept is a compromise by leaving the baseline Cask largely intact, but still 
keeping the advantages of passive guidance and increased stiffness during take 
over. lt is recommended to investigate the feasibility of these redesigns on these 
external interfaces, and then the mentioned design suggestions give sufficient 
motivation and prework to elaborate a (safer) remote handling concept. The modular 
design suggestions tor the Tractor and non-cantilevered handling are recommended 
by all means. 
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List of abbreviations 

CPRHS 
DoF 
TCS 
AATC 
ATS 
UPP 
vv 
HC 
HCF 
DSD 
se 

Cask and Plug Remote Handling Systems 
Degree(s) of freedom 
Transfer Cask System 
Automatic Air Transfer System 
Air Transfer System 
Upper Port Plug 
Vacuum Vessel 
Hot Cell 
Hot Cell Facility 
Double Seal Door 
Service Connector 
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1 lntroduction 

1. 1 Nuclear fusion 

Deregulation and new environmental requirements combined with the growing 
scarcity of fossil resources and the increasing world energy demand lead to a 
renewal of the debate on new sustainable energies. [1] Various sustainable 
technologies will be applied in order to meet the energy demand together. Nuclear 
fusion is potentially one of these technologies. Research with the objective to use 
fusion to meet mankind's energy needs started in the sixties, but a lot more research 
is required to make fusion feasible as a source of energy. Estimates show that fusion 
will be commercially available in thirty to fifty years trom now. [2] 

Nuclear fusion is the merging of two light atomie nuclei into a heavier nucleus, with a 
resultant loss in the combined mass and a massive release of energy. lf for example 
Hydrogen atoms are heated enough, the natural electrostatic repulsion that exists 
between the positive charges of their nuclei is overcome, and the atoms fuse into 
Helium (figure 1-1 ). The mass of the resulting Helium atom is slightly less than the 
two fermer atoms and great amounts of energy have been gained as has been 
described by Einstein's formula E=mc2. Fusion science has identified the most 
efficient fusion reaction to accomplish in the laboratory setting: the reaction between 
two Hydrogen (H) isotopes Deuterium (D) and Tritium (T) . The D-T fusion reaction 
produces the highest energy gain at the 'lowest' temperatures. lt requires 
nonetheless temperatures of 150 000 000 K to take place .[2] 

1.2 /TER 

Deuterium 

+ 

~ 

Tritium 

Helium 

+ 
+ 

~ 
Energy 

Neutron 

Figure 1-1 The Deuterium - Tritium reaction [3] 

ITER is a research and development project with the objective to demonstrate the 
technica! and scientific feasibility of fusion as a future energy source. lt is built to gain 
the necessary data to design and operate the first electricity-producing fusion plant. 
ITER is a joint international project with partners as the European Union (represented 
by EURATOM), Japan, China, India, the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation 
and the USA. The construction costs of ITER are estimated at five billion Euros over 
10 years , and another five billion Euros are foreseen for the 20-year operation period. 
The contributions of the ITER Parties will for the largest part consist of components 
for the machine, so-called in kind contributions. ITER will be constructed in Europe, 
at Cadarache in the South of France. [3] 
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ITER makes use of magnetic confinement in a Tokamak device (figure 1-2). The 
fusion between Deuterium and Tritium (D-T) will produce one Helium nucleus, one 
neutron and energy. The Helium nucleus carries an electric charge which will 
respond to the magnetic fields of the Tokamak, and remains confined within the 
plasma. However, the neutrons have no electric charge and are carried away trom 
the plasma. The neutrons contain 80% of the produced energy, and are absorbed by 
the walls of the T okamak, transferring their energy to the walls as heat. This heat is 
dispersed through cooling towers. In the successor of ITER, the plant prototype 
DEMO, the heat will be used to produce steam and subsequently electricity. The 
aimed power production of ITER is 500 MW tor at least 400s. This energy production 
should be 10 times higher than the input power. The first plasma is planned to be 
formed in 2018. [2] 

Figure 1-2 A cut-away view of the ITER Tokamak, revealing the donut-shaped plasma inside of the 
Vacuum Vessel [2] 

1.3 Remote handling in /TER 
When D-T operation begins, human access to the ITER Tokamak components in the 
activated areas will be impossible because of neutron-activated materials and 
hazardous dust (beryllium and tritium). No changes, inspections or reparations can 
be done by human hands-on access. Therefore, remote handling will play an 
important role . The reliability and safety of the handling techniques is of utmost 
importance, also to limit the length of the machine's shut-down phases. A generic 
remote handling system has been developed tor ITER. A remote manipulator is used 
to detach the component; the component is removed through a port and placed into a 
docked transport cask; a temporary door is placed over the Vacuum Vessel access 
port; and the cask is closed to prevent contamination . The cask is moved on air 
bearings along to the Hot Cell Facility. A similar docking occurs at the Hot Cell 
Facility and the component is removed to be repaired or replaced. The HCF provides 
a secure environment tor the processing, repair or refurbishment, testing, and 
disposal of components that have become activated by neutron exposure. The 
process is then reversed to bring that component back to the Vacuum Vessel. [4] 

In this report, the focus is put on one specific type of in-vessel component: the Upper 
Port Plug. Forty-four ports will provide access to the Vacuum Vessel tor Remote 
Handling operations, Diagnostic systems, Heating, and Vacuum systems: 18 upper 
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ports, 17 equatorial ports, and 9 lower ports. A typical UPP weighs 20 tons, has a 
length of 6 meter, cross section of 1 m2 and is mounted cantilevered with a bolted 
flange in the Port on the distal side. Also a sealing is applied near this flange to 
ensure the UHV of the VV. In between the Upper Port and the concrete floor of the 
building is the Port Duet, a vulnerable flexible bellows structure to allow expansion of 
the VV. Very reliable and robust remote handling techniques will be necessary to 
manipulate and exchange the UPP. The reliability of these techniques will also 
impact the length of the machine's shut-down phases. 

Figure 1-3 The ITER Vacuum Vessel with its 44 ports. Flexible port Ducts with a bellows structure 
connect the Vessel with the concrete Tokamak building (not shown) [2] 
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2 Functional requirements 

The Transfer Cask System (TCS) is the baseline design tor the CPRHS, tor which 
the system requirements are described in SRD 23-03 [7]. The high-level functional 
requirements and constraints are abstracted to create a reference framework in order 
to analyze different plug handling concepts, e.g. non-cantilevered handling. Genera! 
requirements that don't imply conceptual design choices, such as safety 
requirements are adopted trom the SRD 23-03. 

First, the nomenclature tor the different degrees of freedom is defined. For 
longitudinal direction of the cask and plug x is used, y tor lateral direction and z tor 
the vertical direction. For the rotations around the different axes respectively <p, f./1 

and 0 are used (figure 2-1) . 

Top View 

[ :::==:::==-: Uppe, ,,-rt-Plog: ITTL.___----====.=Ca===r==sk ~I 1 ~~i 1 ~ 1: 

Figure 2-1 Defining the degrees of freedom with Top View of a Cask in a Port Cell. 
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2. 1 Functions 

2.1.1 Main functions 

The Upper Port Plugs (UPPs) from the Vacuum Vessel (VV) need periodic 
maintenance which is done in the Hot Cell Facility (HCF) . The UPP is radiating and 
contaminated with beryllium and tritium. The main task of the UPP Handling System 
is therefore : 

"The Cask and Plug Remote Handling System (CPRHS) shall provide the means for 
the remote transfer of ( clean/activated/contaminated) in-vessel components and 
Remote Handling Equipment between HCF and VV through dedicated galleries and 
lift in the ITER buildings" [1] 

From this main task, three main functions which lead minimally to three modules of 
the Transfer Cask System can be derived: 

1. Confinement. The three volumes of VV, HCF and Handling System must be 
physically separated from the surrounding volumes at all times. 

2. Hand-over tooling. The handling system has to install and remove the UPP. 
Therefore, internal tooling is integrated in the system. 

3. Transfer. The confined volume with the Plug inside is transported from VV to 
HCF and vice versa. The Transporter and Cask Envelope are two separate 
modules, since it is required that the Transporter is exchangeable with other 
Cask Systems and needs to be replaceable in case of failure [8]. 

2.1.2 Sub functions 

Four procedures are distinguished at two interfaces: 

■ Removal of an UPP from the VV interface 
■ Removal of an UPP from HCF interface 
• lnsert an UPP in the VV interface 
■ lnsert an UPP in the HCF interface 

For each procedure the main functions are split into multiple sub functions (table 
2-1 ). These functions are formulated such that they don't compromise design choices 
for the system. To keep the design as simple as possible, preferably the VV and HCF 
interfaces are generic. For the existing baseline TCS design more sub functions 
could be specified than in the table , but these extra required functions are aften 
consequences of design choices already made by the designer. 



Sub function Main Function 

Approach in Port Cel/ or at HCF Transfer 
The TCS enters the Port Cell and all equipment that is in way of 
the swept volume of the TCS is removed beforehand. All 
connections of pipes, wires etcetera are disconnected trom the 
UPP 
(Un-)Dock Confinement Volume~ VV / HCF Confinement 
The contaminated volumes of the Cask and the Hot Cell or 
Vacuum Vessel need to be connected to perform a load transfer. 
Therefore they have to be aligned in 6 DoF (docked) . 

Split/Unite Volume TCS <-+ VVIHCF Confinement 
The design involves a system to unite and split the contaminated 
volumes without ever providing an open connection between 
environment and one of the contaminated volumes. Currently the 
Double Seal Door (DSD). Control the pressure in the Cask to be 
lower than environment, but higher than VV or HCF. 

(De-)connect Handover tool~ UPP Handover 
The Exchange Tool which has to insert or retract the UPP needs 
to be docked to the UPP. 

(De-)connect Handover tool~ VVIHCF Handover 
The hand-over transmits the pulling force back into the Port. Also 
the hand-over Tool is aligned to Port or HCF and needs 
therefore to be docked to the specific interface. This can be 
indirectly via the confined volume (as is done in the baseline via 
the Cask Envelope). 

(De-)mount UPP trom TCS ~ VVIHCF and vice versa Handover 
The UPP is connected to the VV via a bolted flange. The hand-
over tooling is able to install or remove this connection. 

Unear motion UPP (in/out) VV/HCF Handover 
The exchange tool is able to provide a linear translation of at 
least 6 meters in the center line of the Port Plug. 

(De-)Connect Energy VV/HCF Handover 
Before the TCS can perform activities other than the motions 
provided by the Air Transporter, a connection is made to the 
building to provide electricity, gas, etc (Service Connector) 
We/ding or Cutting Vacuum sealing VV Confinement 
The CPRHS applies or removes a vacuum seal, welding and 
cutting tools are included in the handover tooling 

Table 2-1 Function diagram of a removal operation of an UPP trom the VV interface 
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The sequence of performing these sub function is depending on the operation that 
needs to be performed. For each operation , e.g. the removal of an UPP trom the VV 
or HCF, the sub functions have to be executed in a certain sequence dependency. In 
figure 2-2 the sequence is indicated by the underlying arrow. The sequence of the 
sub tasks is fixed to a large extent. lt shows that the docking of the Cask Envelope 
sealing doesn't have to share the function of load transfer as is the case in the 
baseline. lt could tor example be a separate flexibly mounted sealing flange which is 
pressed to the docking interface by local mechanica! clamps. 

Removal of UPP 
Upper Port Cell 

Approach 1n Port Cell 

Docking 6 DoF to 

Docking 6 OoF Docking 6 DoF 
VV - Confined Volume Putl Mechanism • Port 

Unite Volumes 
W - Cask 

Docking 6 OoF 
Pull Mechanism - Plug 

Laad Transfer 
VV-TCS 

Linear motion 1 DoF 
Retract Plug 

Separale Vo lumes 
vv - Cask 

Undock 
Confined Volume - W 

Undock 
Energy interface 

Transport to HCF 

lnstalling UPP 
Upper Port Cell 

Approach in Port Cell 

Docking 6 OoF 

Ener 

Docking 6 DoF 
VV - Confined Volume 

Docking 6 DoF 
Pull Mecha n1sm - Port 

Unite Volumes 
W - Cask 

L1near motion 1 OoF 
lnsta ll Plug 

Undocking 6 OoF 
Pull Mechanism - Plug 

Laad Transfer 
HCF-TCS 

Separate Volumes 
HCF - Cask 

Undock 
Confined Volume - HCF 

Undock 
Energy interface 

Transport to HCF / W 

Figure 2-2 Sequence diagram of Plug Handling Sub Funct ions 

,.J 

These modules show internal interfaces as well as external interfaces with the 
environment like the Tokamak building , Vacuum Vessel and Hot Cell interface. In 
total eleven interfaces are identified (figure 2-3 and table 2-2) . For every single 
interface requirements are defined. 
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11 

" 
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', 

1 

Interface 

vv UPP 

Hand-over Tooi UPP 

Hand-over Tooi Confinement 

Confinement vv 
Confinement Confinement Split A 

Confinement Split A Confinement Split B 

Confinement Split B vv 
Confinement ATS 

UPP Handling System Building 

Confinement Service Connector 

ATS Building 
Table 2-2 Interfaces 

4 
Service 7 6 5 10 - DSD.I ~ DSD.11 ...,.._ (Energy+ -
Data) 

' '' 
1 

UPP 
2 Hand- 3 

Confin 
8 

ATS f4+ .. .--. - -
over tool - -

j. 

9 11 

Tokamak Building / Port Cell 
1 

1- --- -1 

1 

1 
1 

1 HC- 1 

1 interface: 
1 • 

1 
genenc 1 

1 with UPP I 
1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

~-------------------------~ L_ - - - - J 
Figure 2-3 UPP Handling System with main interfaces 
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2.1.3 Degrees of Freedom 

The Plug Handling system can be regarded as a type of 'pick-and-place'-robot which 
has to handle an object (the UPP) which in turn has to travel between two interfaces 
and has to perform a more precise activity at the two interfaces (see figure 2-4). One 
could therefore state that in theory the UPP Handling System minimally involves 12 
degrees of freedom. The confinement needs to be transported in 6 DoF trom the VV 
to the HCF and back, and at the interfaces the system needs to be docked to the 
specific docking interface and insert or remove a Port Plug (again 6 DoF). 

vv 
CASK 

6 d.o.f. 

Figure 2-4 Minimal degrees of freedom lor the UPP Handling System 

HC 

J 
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2.2 Performance 

Transfer 
The CPRHS is self propelled and remotely controlled with a precIsIon to allow 
docking, sealing and safe transfer. The travel and docking operations are 
accomplished without re-charge. The Port Cell and the Hot Cell Facility provides an 
interface tor the Service Connector. lt provides energy required tor the docking and 
(un-)loading actions. lt is essential tor internal and external services: 

■ Reload batteries tor the Air Transport System. 
■ Provides energy tor the cooling system 
■ Data exchange trom sensors 
■ Providing electric power to Cask components 

The connection is remotely established. The connection can have internal degrees of 
freedom to allow Cask motions aft er docking. 

Confinement 
The contaminated volumes of VV, Cask Envelope and HC are at all times confined 
trom the environment. In order to reduce the risk of contamination release into the 
building, the cask is kept under slight depression (0.9 bars) close to that present 
inside the VV during maintenance. High internal pressure values are controlled via an 
onboard heat rejection system to a maximum of 1.05 bars. The Cask Envelope 
doesn't function as gamma shielding, since this would have increased the cask mass 
excessively. [8] 

Hand over 
The Cask and hand over equipment must be able to handle an UPP in cantilever 
(gravity force 0.2 MN, moment at flange 0.8 MNm, see paragraph 3.2). Energy and 
data is transferred via the Service Connector (remotely connected) [12]. lt is essential 
tor internal and external services such as battery reloading, cooling, data exchange 
sensors and providing power to in-cask equipment. The handling equipment must be 
able to mount or disassemble the mechanica! connection to the VV, apply/remove 
the vacuum sealing and make a 6 m translation. 

2.3 Constraints 

The UPPs are mounted cantilevered [13] with a bolted flange at the distal side of the 
Upper Port. A vacuum sealing is applied next to the flange to assure the UHV of the 
VV. The clearance between the UPP and the Port wall is 40 mm [14]. The centerline 
of the UPP is under an eleven degree angle pointing downwards on the plasma. The 
generic UPP shape is depicted in figure 2-5. The UPP has a length of approximately 
6m and a prisma-shaped cross section. On the plasma-facing end a Blanket Shield 
Module is placed. The structure is entirely made of 316 LN ITER-grade austenitic 
steel. Two types of UPP need to be handled: twelve diagnostic Port Plugs and tour 
ECH Plugs with each an estimated mass of 20 tons. 
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Figure 2-5 Dimensions generic UPP 

The UPP must be able to withstand electro-mechanical loads generated by 
disruptions in the plasma (table 2-3 and table 2-4) . 

Loads on BSM Max load [MNm] 

M"' 0.115 

Me -0.200 

M'I' -0.035 
Table 2-3 Design laad lor BSM attachment [9] 

Loads on Upper Port Plug Max load [MNm] 
Assembly 

M"' 0.40 

Me -0 .64 

M</1 0 
Table 2-4 Design laad lor Upper Port Plug assembly [9] 

In between the Upper Port Docking Flange and the concrete floor of the building is a 
vulnerable flexible bellows structure to allow expansion of the VV. The Docking 
Flange and the Port Cell have a maximum deviation of 10 mm and 0.1 ° in all 
directions (manufacturing inaccuracy and hysteresis) [11 ]. A Service Connector tor 
energy supply and data exchange is placed in the Port Cell and also at the HCF 
interface. 

The baseline TCS shape is taken as reference tor the nominal volume claim (table 
2-5 and figure 2-6). The ATS is a mandatory module and is exchangeable trom the 
rear side when in the docked state to the VV and HCF, so this increases the volume 
claim . Also, the requirement to be able to doek a rescue Cask to the back side of a 
troubled Cask increases the volume claim . [11] This volume may not be exceeded 
during operation , but can be different in the Port Cell or at the VV interface. 
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UPP Mass 20 tons 
Dimensions (L x W * H) 6000 mm* 8000 mm*1200 mm 
Position CoG at 65% trom flanae 

Port Cell Distance Docking Flange - concrete 3.52 m 
floor 

Cask Maximum (loaded) weiaht 62800 ka 
Table 2-5 Port Cell and Cask constraints 

Front View SideView 

2050 

0 

g CASK ENVELOPE 

8500 

Figure 2-6 Volume claim baseline Cask as reference 

The Cask performs different operations in the Upper Port Cell and needs a minimal 
swept volume as is shown in table 2-7. This volume claim is only tor removing or 
inserting an UPP and needs not to be available at all times. However, tor an 
alternative concept as the Tubular Guide (described later) some volumes can be 
(semi-)permanently claimed by the UPP handling system. 
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Thermal movement of the docking interface at the VV is shown in table 2-6. 
Hysteresis effects will increase misalignments of the VV Docking Interface to the 
building after time. 

Displacement in mm 
Normal operation Baking temperature VV loss of coolant VV outgassing 

temperature 
X lz X lz X lz X lz 
21 1 24 39 1 43 556 1 58 39 1 43 

Table 2-6 Deviations of the VV docking interface center 

Loading conditions 
The maximum weight of the TCS in loaded and empty condition tor the different 
levels is given in table 2-7 [1 ]. The loading conditions tor the Port Geil floor and the 
Docking Flange on the VV in the baseline TCS design are used as a reference tor 
maximum loading conditions. 

Port Cel/ concrete floor loading 
In the baseline design the heaviest loading condition tor the concrete floor is when 
the Cask Envelope is translated most forward while carrying an UPP. The centre of 
gravity is placed 370 mm behind the front Pallet feet Appendix A.1. The Pallet feet on 
front and back have a 6.5 m distance. 
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The loading on the individual front feet is given by: 

Ffoot.front = 
6

•
5 

; ,~·
37 

62800 · 9.81 · ½ = 290kN 

2-1 

Eq 

This value is considered as a point load and taken as reference tor maximum allowed 
floor loading. 

Level TCS (kg) Load (kg) Total mass (kg) 
Upper 37800 25000 62800 
Equatorial 39700 45000 84700 
Divertor 54800 11000 65800 

Table 2-7 Maximum mass loaded CHRHS for different Port levels [11) 
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3 Baseline Transfer Cask System assessment 

3. 1 Description modular Transfer Cask System 

Design assumptions in the past decade have led to a baseline TCS design [7]. 
Before the performance is assessed , the design will be explained . lt consists of a 
number of modules which together provide the main functions of confinement, 
horizontal transfer through the galleries, the fine alignments and plug 
extraction/installing . Five modules are distinguished : 

■ The Pallet 
■ The Cask Envelope 
■ The Ramp 
■ The Tractor 
■ The Air Transfer System (ATS) 

In figure 3-1 a schematic side view of the TCS in the Port Cell is shown. The ATS is 
responsible tor the remotely controlled , autonomous horizontal transfer in 3 degrees 
of freedom between the VV and the HCF tor all Cask systems. lt is a steel welded 
frame incorporating battery packs, air compressors, air bearings and two pair of drive 
wheels [5] . The ATS carries the Cask Envelope, a steel container to provide the 
confinement. This container is docked to the VV and HC interface. The Pallet is a 
module that interfaces with the Port Cell floor and the Cask Envelope, such that the 
ATS can be driven out after arrival in the Port Cel!. Furthermore, it provides the fine 
alignment of the Cask Envelope in 6 DoF to the Docking Interface of the VV. This 
Pallet is first docked to the Service Connector, to set a data and energy connection 
necessary to perform the rest of the docking and the take over. The Cask Envelope 
accommodates the Double Seal Door (DSD) . After docking , the DSD is used to 
connect or separate the Cask and VV volumes. At all times confinement is ensured. 
The Cask Envelope accommodates tooling tor the UPP hand over. The Tractor 
translates down the Ramp rails and , installs or removes the UPP. The overall 
docking concept with the five-module system and three docking interfaces in the Port 
Cell (Port Cell floor, docking interface, Plug Flange) seems highly complex, which 
results in a superfluous number of DoF's. Theoretically, a 12 DoF system can be 
explained at best, where 6 DoF are accounted tor the transfer between VV and HCF 
and 6 DoF tor the hand-over at the both interfaces. Also, long force loops are used 
(introduced farces are transmitted to the world via an unnecessary long detour) . 
These issues may result in inadequate behaviour, like lack of accuracy, position 
hysteresis, unnecessary wear and jamming. This has consequences on reliability, 
availability and safety. In more detail the docking procedure will be analyzed in the 
following paragraphs to demonstrate the most important flaws indicated. The most 
important issues of the system design are : 

■ The TCS consists of many modules which makes accurate positioning 
complex , furthermore force loops are long . 

■ The docking procedure is unnecessary complicated with three distinctive 
docking interfaces; first the concrete floor / service connector, then the 
docking interface on the Port and finally the UPP interface . 

■ The Cask system has to make a motion in the vulnerable bellows structure of 
the Port Duet with tight budgeted clearance to reach the docking interface. 
There is a large we ight transfer forward with an inherent low stiffness 
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construction. Furthermore, there is a risk the Cask will drop in the gap 
between Tokamak Building and Vacuum Vessel. 

• The modules individually can be optimized with more attention on correct 
design of kinematics and constructions. 

Tractor drive 
Port Duet Docking Flange Cask Gripper 

(bellows) (Docking interface 2) Envelope 

Port Extension .....--;;.=======~~------.---'-----+--------, 

Docking interface 1 
Figure 3-1 Schematic view TCS docked to the VV 

3.2 Load take over and clearance budgeting 

Tractor 

ATS 

Pallet Fee! 
Actuator 

1 

The UPP exchange basically exists out of a motion out or in the VV, and a load take 
over trom hand-over tool to VV or vice versa. When the actual load take over takes 
place trom the mechanism to the beits of the flange, the difference in stiffness will 
cause a deflection. Of course it is desired to keep these deflections as low as 
possible. Therefore it is important that stiffness in z is as high as possible and 
accuracy in alignment of all directions are important design issues. The preload force 
and moment are given by: 

Fz = m plug • -9.81 = -196kN "'0.2MN 

M , = L ·0.65 · cos(l 1°) · F, "'0 .8MNm 

The gravity induced pull force on the hand over mechanism is: 

F""" = Fz · sin(l J°) = 40kN 

Eq. 3-1 

Eq. 3-2 
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The force on the hand over mechanism perpendicular to the Plug centerline is: 

F = F- ·cos( l l') =l 90kN /1/1 , . ' 

F or ces and rnoments act1ng on U PP 

Eq. 3-3 

Farces and momenls act1ng on W 
(laad transfer from hand-over tool to W ) 

Lplug O 65 cos( 11 • J 

-Mz 

► ◄ 

Figure 3-2 Plug load 

The most logical motion to install the UPP trom the Cask into the Port is a single 
linear motion . However, in figure 3-3 a side view of the building and VV shows that 
an extra motion is required to install the UPP. Unfortunately, the building (floors) is 
placed relative incorrectly. The path of the Plug can be split up in two motions: any 
simple movement to get the Plug at the centerline of the Port , and a linear translation 
over the centerline of the Plug . 

Tokamak Building Port Ce ll 

;;_::- .~-~;·_ .. . ;:, : ;:: .-: ~ .. ·:···:···::· .·.i 
Docking Flange 

Plug Flange :/4fft __,,,.---
//////// ·- .4-2 

////// 
. ... //////,%:// 

////// ~;. : . -:- ;.: . -: . : -:-:-: 
'//Vacuum Vesse l 1 3520 •: : : : : : : ·;:: : :: :.: :; : :__c_; : • 

Structure ""i Flexible interspace 
Concrete Building 

Figure 3-3 Two motions of the Plug exchange 

First motion 

Space Envelope 
for Transfer System 

The Plug makes a horizontal translation to place it at the centerline of the Port. This 
is done by a translation of 3.5 m of the Cask Envelope into the Port Duet, and by the 
ramp, which translates 300 mm forward inside the Cask Envelope. 

Second motion 
The second linear motion is done by the modules Tractor and Ramp. The rails of the 
Ramp determine the path of the Plug 's first motion , so the Ramp has to be aligned 
accurately to the Port Flange. The gripper of the Tractor can adjust z and tµ to 
overcome small misalignments . The Ramp is not directly connected to the Docking 
Flange (Interface 2) , but via the Cask Envelope. The Cask Envelope aligns and 
connects to the Docking Flange and also provides the confinement. The first 
trajectory deviations on the path are restricted by the assumed clearance of 40 mm 
between Port Plug and Vessel. This clearance is defined as 20 mm reserved tor VV 
assembly tolerance ; and 20 mm tor elastic deformation of the Port-UPP combination . 
In misalignments of the hand-over mechanism, the different degrees of freedom are 
considered . To get a quick impression, a simple model is used to calculate the 
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permissible deviations with a maximum clearance of 20 mm (figure 3-4). A typical 
cross section (with a clearance c, width a and height b) gives the following limitation 
tor angular rotation da: 

0.5a cos(da) + 0.5bsin(da ) -0.5a ~ c Eq. 

3-4 

The Port Plug is simplified to a rectangular section with a length / = 6000 mm, width 
w = 1000 mm and height h = 1000 mm. Deviations of y, e and q> are limited by: 

dw = wcos(d<p) + h sin(d<p) - w 

(dy +0.5(w + dw)cos(d0) + 0.51 sin(d0) -0.5(w + dw) ~ c -0.5dw 

3-5 

For z, cp and 1p the limitation is: 

db = bcos(d<p) + wsin(d<p) - h 

(dz +0.5(b + db) cos(dlf/) + 0.51 sin(dlf,l)-0.5(b + db)) ~ c -0.5db 

3-6 

Eq. 

Eq. 

For example, if alignment is perfect except tor lp , the maximal deviation d1p max = 
0.38°. The same counts tor d0. lf cp has a small misalignment (dep= 0.5° such that db 
= 8.7 mm), then d1p max is reduced to 0.30°. Suppose there is also a small deviation in 
z of 5 mm, then d1p max is reduced to 0.20°. This shows that the cantilevered Plug 
Handling requires very small misalignments and deflections. The large moment force 
combined with the tight budgeting asks tor an accurate, high stiffness design. 

1 Top View Side View 1 RearView 

JMl 
f Z , 

-==;;;i:;,ry=4-'==1= h-
/ ~~ .. 

Port ;lug 1 +\: 1 

, Hand over 
\ Mechanism 
' Centertine 
\ 
\ 

.D 

40mm ' , .1' ' 
1 • 

clearance ~ 

cp y 

.. 

da --/ 1 

a 

.S·b sin(du) 

C 

Figure 3-4 Misalignments of the Plug for the linear motion 
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3.3 Exchange procedure TCS 

The TCS hand-over mechanism must be designed tor a high stiffness to weight ratio 
and perform a simple yet accurate alignment. Furthermore , the continement must at 
all times be guaranteed. To assess how well the TCS pertorms on this , the docking 
procedure is reviewed in detail (table 3-2) . How the alignments are done with the 
different mechanisms is analyzed. 

Each individual module has to control six degrees of treedom to detine its position in 
space. One could say that the TCS with 5 main modules has to control 30 degrees of 
treedom to doek to three docking interfaces. The complete system is caught in table 
3-1 where tor each component the controllable degrees of treedom are given. This 
table gives insight in how the components actuate the different degrees of treedom. 
For example , the Gripper cannot adjust y, <p or e because the Cask Envelope is 
already docked to the Docking Flange. These degrees of treedom are controlled in a 
module turther back. When cp has to be altered, this has to be done by the Pallet 
Feet. The lett and right have to be litted or lowered. Because this is done at a large 
horizontal distance accuracy is reduced. Also, this one degree of treedom is 
controlled by tour Pallet teet (tour actuators) and makes the alignment more ditticult 
to control. Another example that tollows trom the table is that the x direction is twice 
actuated tor the last docking interface, which means that tree play is summed up. 
The table shows that the Pallet controls D.o.F. tor two interfaces, the Service 
Connector and the Docking Flange. When z, <p and e are altered by the Pallet teet , 
the Pallet is at that moment already connected to the Service Connector. The 
Connector must have enough tlexibility to overcome these alignments. 

Service Port Flange Plug Flange 
Interface Connector 
Module ATS Pallet Cask Ramp Tractor 

X + Steering + rack/pinion + rail with + rail with 
wheels spindle spindle 

y + Steering + hydraulic/rollers 
wheels 

z + pallet + Hydraulic 
feet 

cp + pallet 
feet 

1./J + pallet + Hydraulic 
feet 

e + Steering + hydraulic/rollers 
wheels 

Table 3-1 Aligning to different docking interfaces 

In tigure 3-5 schematic views of the Cask are shown where all misalignments and 
detlections are exaggerated. lt shows the ditticulties that occur with many modules 
that together have to provide the alignment tor the different interfaces. In an optima! 
theoretica! situation , a mechanism should restrict each degree of treedom just once 
at each docking interface to prevent typical problems with reliability, stick-slip motion , 
friction , wear and accuracy. Preterably, the number of docking interfaces and 
modules would be lowered. In the tollowing paragraphs the Cask mechanism will be 
turther investigated regarding the problems that are expected looking at table 3-2 and 
tigure 3-5. 
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Port Extension 
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Figure 3-5 Deflections and misalignment are exaggerated to demonstrate the models are not infinitely stift 
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1 . AliQn Pallet in Port to dockinQ pins (x ,y,8) 
2. Fix the Pallet with hydraulically actuated hooks (x,y,8) 
3. Connect the Service Connector 
4. Lower Cask by turninQ off air bearinqs 
5. Rest Cask on leet of pallet 
6. Drive A TS out by stee ring wheels 
7. Correct misalignments of building to Vessel with Pallet leet (z, <P, l!J) 

8. Align Cask Envelope with 5 pairs of rollers that are hydraulically actuated (v , 8) 
9. Translate Cask Envelope towards Plug by a rack and pinion drive (x) 
10. Doek Cask with dowel pins to Docking Flange, aooly sealing 
11 . Retract Double Seal Door electrically 
12. Slide Ramp forward over wheels by electrically driven spindle (x) 
13. Translate Tractor downwards by electrically driven spindle (x , z) 
14. AliQn Griooer with PluQ Flange with hydraulic actuators , preload made (z, 4J) 
15. Bolt the PluQ with BoltinQ Tool , control position and preload hooks 
16. Disconnect the Griooer 
17. Slide Tractor up (x , z) 
18. Translate Ramp backwards (x) 
19. Place Double seal door in port 
20. Translate Cask backwards over pallet (x) 
21. AliQn Cask to pallet (y, 8) 
22. Return Cask+ Pallet to neutral position (z, Q> , 4J) 
23. Disconnect Service Connector 
24. Return ATS under Pallet, Aligned and Connect 

Table 3-2Different Steps in Plug Exchange (Plug insertion) 

3.3.1 Alignment TCS in Port Cell 

Before docking to the Port Extension Flange, the Pallet docks to the Service 
Connector. After this , the fine alignments in z, ({) and (jJ are done. The docking pins 
and Service Connector must allow these movements. A first alignment and docking 
to the T okamak building seems cumbersome, ultimately the confinement with hand
over tooling has to be aligned and docked to the VV. 

3.3.2 Alignment Cask Envelope to VV 

Alignment x, ({) and e 
The Cask Envelope can do the fine adjustments in y and e with the hydraulically 
actuated rollers of the Pallet (figure 3-6) . Same remarks can be made on this. 
Controlling accurate positioning is preferred to do close to the target instead of over a 
long distance (hysteresis, free play, inertia, stiffness etc) and when for example e is 
changed also y is altered. On the left side the rollers have guiding flanges and on the 
right there are flat rollers . The Cask Envelope can make an angular rotation in e by 
actuating the hydraulic cylinders in the Pallet. In the drawing (figure 3-7) can be seen 
that the rolling flanges don't rotate, they only translate. Therefore some freedom in e 
should be taken in the design . Otherwise, a clearance is necessary which will be 
shown with a simple calculation. When the Cask Envelope rotates , steering 
compliance on both sides is needed in 8. The dimensions of the roller are : 

R,= 100 mm 
R0 = 120 mm 
W roller = 115 mm (roller width) 
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The allowable width of the rails tor a certain rotation is calculated: 

Eq. 3-7 

w ·1 w =a· tan(0) + ra , , 
roller COS( 0) 

Eq. 3-8 

wrails = (wrol/er - 2✓ Ro2 + Ri 2 
. tan(0) )cos(0) Eq. 3-9 

So tor 0 = 1 °, the rails can have a width of 110 mm, which means a 2.8 mm 
clearance on both sides between rails and guiding flanges on both sides. 

The travel of the cylinders has to be tor this rotation: 

dy roller = dy + (3424 + 3576) · tan(0 ) Eq. 3-10 

Just to give an impression of the approximate travel of the cylinders (figure 3-8) , 
dyro11e, is calculated tor a deviation in 0 of 1 ° degree and no lateral misalignment: 

dy roller = (3424 + 3576) · tan(l) = 127 mm Eq. 3-11 

Untortunately, detailed drawings of the Pallet were not available. However, when 
looking at Figure 3-6 knowing that a roller has a width of 115 mm it does not look like 
the roller can make a lateral translation of 127 mm. 

Figure 3-6 The Pallet 

The cylinders are mounted on small frames which are connected to the aside H
profiles. Untortunately, this is done on one side which introduces an extra moment 
(figure 3-9). This decreases stiffness. 

Rails in Cask Envelope 

Palet 
Rolle, 

l 

. --- -
Ro 

Ri 

liî 

Figure 3-7 Guiding discs on side of the Pallet rollers 
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Figure 3-8 Top view of Cask Envelope in most extreme position 

rotating force line 

Figure 3-9 Unfavorable mounting of the hydraulic actuator 

Alignment Pallet z, cp and tµ 

The Pallet also adjusts z, cp and tµ. These three degrees of freedom are controlled by 
the tour Pallet feet , which are placed on the corners of the Pallet (figure 3-10). By 
altering the height of the individual feet , the three degrees of freedom are controlled. 
The feet can be moved vertically by driving a spindle. On the spindle there are two 
nuts with opposite thread. Unfortunately, the pivot point of the arms is placed with an 
offset trom the centerline of the spindle. This introduces an extra moment on the nut 
and spindle, which is bad tor stiffness and tor the reliability of the system. The Pallet 
toot has a low stiffness in highest position. When the pallet rotates over cp the toot 
lacks a degree of freedom , it can only rotate over tµ . However, in a recent report tor 
the equatorial cask these issues are solved [16] . 

Max travel x mm 
◄ ► 

30 
◄ ► 

Figure 3-10 Pallet fooi actuation 

A side view of the Pallet with its feet (figure 3-11) shows that the Pallet in theory has 
only one degree of freedom. lt is desired to restrict x, like in the current design, but 
also tµ is restricted. When tµ is changed, the distance in x between the feet will 
change : 

dxf;,.1 = L( 1 - cos(d Ij/)) / cos(d Ij/) Eq . 3-12 
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For drµ= 1.5°, dx,001 is 2.2 mm. This is relatively small and will probably be absorbed 
by the frame as elastic detormation, but even so these stresses are by using an 
unnecessarily over constrained mechanism. 

pallet .let 

Figure 3-11 Side view of the Pallet with leet 

The relation between changing 4J at the Docking Flange and the travel of the Pallet 
feet is given by: 

t fw = 2Lsin(0.5dljl) Eq. 3-13 

The distance between the reference point at the Docking Flange and the front and 
rear feet is respectively 4050 mm and 10250 mm (figure 3-12). An example is given 
of the travel of the Pallet feet tor a change diµ of 1 °: 

dlfl = ldeg ⇒ t 1,,,.Jron, = 2Llsin(0.5d1J1) = 71mm 

t 1,,1.r, ar = 2L2sin(0.5d1J1) = 179mm 
Eq. 3-14 

Fora rotation around drµ of 1 °, the left and right feet have to be lifted and lowered: 

drp = 1 deg ⇒ t 1,,, = 2½ sin(0.5drp) = ±32mm 

+ 

1 

: . 
1 

: ~ 1 
1 af 
l,l!! ,-
1 _,_ 
1 

Figure 3-12 Change in 4.1 relates to lifting or lowering Pallet Feet 

Alignments Cask Envelope in Port Duet 

Eq. 3-15 

Besides the range of the internal actuators there are also limitations on the available 
space in the Port to maneuver tor the Cask. The Port Duet is the most critica! part 
since the clearance between wall and Cask is the smallest. The center of the 
Docking Flange at the face where the Cask aligns is chosen as reference point tor 
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deviations in the different degrees of freedom . This point lies 3520 mm ahead from 
the concrete floor of the Port Cell in x direction . These figures don 't account extra 
equipment in the Port Cell that limits the available space even more. Deviations in x, 
y, <p and 0 from the reference determine together where the Cask Envelope would 
make contact with the Port. These deviations are caused by installation deviations, 
hysteresis between Vessel , Cryostat and Tokamak Building and by manufacturing 
tolerances. 

1 

---t~ - l 
1 li e-=- ~-' 7 

~' + Cask 

1 ~~· + Cask 

L ~, l' 1 -i J 1 

Figure 3-13 Cask Envelope in the Port Duet 

Suppose that the reference point at the Docking Flange is positioned perfectly with 
respect to the Building with only a deviation in 0. Then the maximum deviation is 1 .62 
degrees. A few examples are given with the effect on 0 when x, y and <pare changed: 

Only d0 
dx= 30 mm 
dy= 30 mm 
d<p = 1 ° 

➔ d0 = 1.62 ° 
➔ d0 = 1.60 ° 
➔ d0=1 . 13 ° 
➔ d0= 1.19 ° 

The maximum deviation in tµ is 0.97 °. This value decreases when x, z and q> are 
changed. 

Only dtµ 
dx= 30 mm 
dz= 30 mm 
d<p = 1 ° 

➔ d<p = 0.97 ° 
➔ d<p = 0.96 ° 
➔ d<p = 0.32 ° 
➔ d<p = 0.59 ° 

These examples show that only minor alignment adjustments are possible to prevent 
collision with the vulnerable bellows structure. These calculations are based on the 
assumption that the space within the duet is fully available for the alignment of the 
Cask and that there are no pipes or other equipment mounted in the duet. The small 
allowable deviations combined with the weight and size of the Cask make the 
exchange procedure critica!. Therefore, the space that is available needs to be 
strictly and correctly budgeted between the various deviations in the structures, also 
taking into account hysteresis. 
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Figure 3-14 Double Seal Door 

Double Seal Door 
The docking interface between Cask Envelope and Docking frame on the Port 
Extension has three functions : 

1 . alignment 
2. transmitting vertical and horizontal laad 
3. sealing 

Two small alignment-pins on the Cask Envelope doek to the Docking flange and 
provide the first alignment. Two small features on the sides of the Port Extension 
Flange contain the holes tor the docking pins. A detail is that the edges are sharp, 
which is unnecessary and increases risk of notch effect. Furthermore, they are 
relatively small and vulnerable. The Cask doesn't move tast, but has a large inertia 
so impulse (mass · velocity) can still be enough to cause damage. The alignment 
pins together with the two flange surfaces constrain six degrees of freedom. The pins 
constrain y, zand <p and the flat surface x, ,µ and e. By using two round holes tor the 
docking pins x and z are over constrained. This can be solved by changing one hole 
into a slot. The hole constrains x and z and the pin in the slot constrains rotation over 
<p. When the Plug laad is transmitted to the Cask, it will give a deflection in z. 
Therefore it will be difficult to remove the docking pins. A possibility is to not constrain 
z by the docking pins, but do this alignment gravity assisted (figure 3-15). When the 
Cask is undocked, the lifting force can be increased till the pins disengage. 

Pins trom 
Cask Envelope 

Docking Flange 
Surface 

X ljJ 

Current situation 

X 

Suggested improvement 

-+
y 

z, q> gravity aligned 
x,y,4.1,8 kinemalically constrained 

Figure 3-15 Cask Envelope/ Port Extension docking interface 

When one takes a look at the docking pins, it seems they are meant only tor aligning 
purposes and not to transmit force. When the masses are used to calculate 
equilibrium of momentum, it turns out that the center of gravity lies 2.36 m before the 
front feet of the Pallet when the Plug is in most forward position. The laad through the 
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two docking pins is then 324 kN. When the Plug is taken in the Cask and the Cask 
Envelope is ready to undock from the Port Extension , the CoG still lies 29 mm before 
the front feet and the force on the dowels is 4 kN. So the docking pins are too small 
and it is not possible to undock, simply because the Cask would pivot. This last 
problem can be solved by constraining the Pallet to the Cask Envelope in z (figure 
3-16). This is already done for the equatorial cask. lf these wheels would fail , the 
results would be catastrophic ; therefore the construction must be very solid. When 
the Pallet is fixed to the Cask Envelope, the force through the dowels in outer 
position is reduced to 269 kN and when the Cask Envelope is ready to undock the 
(theoretica!) vertical load on the Cask Envelope is zero. 

COU NTER\/'v1 IEELS 

Figure 3-16 Wheels connect the Pallet to the Cask Envelope 

Preload fo1ce on seal 
1s made somewhere 

on outs1de seal 
contour 

Sealing 1s subJected to laad 
changes . only protected' by 

ahgnment p1ns 

Ax1al force 1s transm1tted 
through a plate. inherent low 

st1ffness wh1ch means plate 1s 
designed 100 thick (heavy) 

J....i 

6,ctuator for x 
Rack and p1rnon MDIOI 1n 

Cask w1th g1mbal Not very 
prec1se x adjustments 

Figure 3-17 Pallet lor equatorial Cask with wheels that prevent pivoting 

Actuator for x 
Sp1ndle Free play 1s 
cumulat1ve tor all x 

actuators 

To guarantee a good sealing the flanges of the docking interface cannot move 
relative to each other and a certain axial preload is necessary. When the Plug load is 
transferred to the Cask Envelope it wil! show some deformations. Analysis is required 
to determine the quality of sealing during Plug Exchange. However, it is questionable 
to combine the sealing function with the transmission of fluctuating load. The sealing 
flange could flexibly be mounted on the Cask and the axial preload force could be 
generated by clamping the flange to the Port Extension with some brackets. Then the 
deflections caused by vertical and horizontal loads are more or less eliminated . In the 
current situation the preload force is done by the rack and pinion drive from the Pallet 
and Cask. The drive motor is connected to the pinion by a guidance and gimbals. 
The preload force is inherently low and imprecise. When a preload is given to a seal , 
it is desirable to apply the load within the circumference of the seal to ensure that the 
preload is evenly divided over the sealing circumference. In the Cask, this is not the 
case. The front plate transmits the axial preload force . Applying a force perpendicular 
to the plane is unwanted if a high stiffness is desired. Therefore the plate needs to be 
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quite thick, causing its mass to influence the position of the center of gravity. The 
front plate has a thickness of 35 mm and has a weight of 1050 kg. When the Plug 
would be stuck and the Gripper makes a shaking movement to loosen it, the sealing 
will have a changing preload in axial direction, which is undesirable. 

When the seal tor the Cask Envelope confinement (figure 3-14) is given a preload, 
the maintenance door shouldn't contact the Port Extension. Otherwise this part is 
over constrained and the preload given to the seals unknown. 

Pivot point 
Cask Envelope 

Figure 3-18 Side view of the Cask Envelope with reinforcement beams 

The rectangular sections on the sides of the Cask Envelope form a triangle with the 
nodal point in x direction far in front of the most forward feet of the Pallet (which is the 
pivot point of the whole system) (figure 3-18) . This means vertical load support me ets 
with much less stittness than possible. 

3.3.3 Alignment Tractor to UPP 

The first linear motion is done by the hand-over mechanism. lt is done by the 
components Gripper, Tractor and Ramp. The rails of the Ramp determine the path of 
the Plug motion, so the Ramp has to be aligned accurately to the Plug centerline. 
Note that the Gripper can adjust z and f/J to overcome small misalignments of the 
Ramp. In the ideal situation the handover mechanism is connected directly to the 
Docking Flange. In this way alignment is simpler. Furthermore, the force loop is 
decreased tor load transfer (vertical gravity force and push/pull force). However, the 
Ramp is not directly connected to the Port Flange, but is connected to the Cask 
Envelope with rollers, rails and a spindle. The Cask Envelope is connected to the 
Docking Flange at the front plane by two docking pins and a contact surface where 
the sealing is integrated. This means that the pull force necessary to loosen the plug 
is thus not guided directly by the Pull mechanism to the Port Extension flange, but via 
the Cask envelope. This force is acting perpendicular on the front plane of the cask, 
which is inherently not stitt. Therefore, the designer is forced to increase the 
thickness of this front plate, of which the mass has consequences tor the center of 
gravity of the whole system. Also tor the vertical forces, the stittness is lower than it 
could be when a direct coupling trom Ramp to Docking Flange was used. Another 
consequence of the indirect coupling is that misalignments and free play will be 
larger. The Pull Mechanism cannot be corrected in y, <p and 0. This means that the 
alignment between the Ramp and the Cask Envelope needs to be precise, just like 
the alignment between Cask Envelope and Docking Flange. lf there is some 
misalignment due to manufacturing inaccuracy or unintentional out of control actuator 
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operation , some compliance is needed between Cask and Gripper. Consequently 
extra stresses are introduced on the docking pins and on the Docking flange. 

The tractor design (figure 3-19, figure 3-20) is rather compact and fulfills the function 
of unbolting, lifting , rotating and translating back in the cask. However, some remarks 
on the mechanism design can be made. When the gripper is aligned with the Plug , 
the Gripper has to apply a vertical force and moment equal to Fz and Mz to reduce 
the load on the beits in the flange. This is necessary to be able to remove the beits 
without a lot of friction and damage and to prevent a step function in load transfer 
from Port Flange to Gripper tool. These forces are transmitted partly to the duet via 
the docking pins and party to the building via the pallet feet. The lower the stiffness of 
the cask construction , the larger the deflection will be after the preload is made. This 
means that with a minor disturbance a large deflection can occur. As an example one 
can imagine a mass which is hung to the ceiling with a very long spring with low 
stiffness. Despite the high weight it is still easy to give the mass a vertical deflection. 
Therefore it is desirable to make the force loop trom gripper via the Cask to the 
building with a high stiffness in z and 4J. To be able to apply this preload force and 
moment, the hydraulic cylinders of the Tractor can force the Gripper to translate in z 
and rotate around (JJ . The gripper tool is designed in such a way that the vertical 
component of the force is taken by the lower hooks alone and the moment is 
distributed on upper and lower hooks. A detail is that no alignment features such as 
dowel pins are implemented; the hooks could be rounded for example to reduce 
wedging (A) . When a closer look is taken at the construction it can be seen that the 
gripper has a relatively low rotational stiffness around 4J (8). The permissible d(JJ is 
only a few tenths of a degree. 

The plate (C) that is mounted on the lower part of the Gripper and the rear of the 
Tractor frame feels a large push force during operation. Probably the choice for a 
plate in this situation is based on the reason to prevent rotation in 8 and not to 
prevent buckling. A better solution would be a rectangular box section or an H-profile 
which still gives stiffness in y and will not easily buckle. The attachment of the wheel
housing-blocks (D) to the frame seems not very stift by mounting to the H-profiles 
away from the centerline . A good thing is that the rear wheels are mounted on both 
sides of the rails so that the combined force is placed on the heart of the rails . 

The hydraulic cylinders for rotation are mounted on large mounting arms that are 
welded on an H-profile which has a low stiffness in that direction (E) . This reduces 
stiffness in 4J and even in cp . These two cylinders are heavily loaded. Some remarks 
on this choice can be made (F). Firstly, the hydraulic actuators are elements with a 
relatively low stiffness compared to a spindle . The stiffness of the hydraulic fluid 
volume (EAIL) is considerably lower with 2.2 GPa for water and 190 GPa tor steel. lt 
is better to use hydraulic cylinders for a push force than a pull force . The forces 
through the cylinders are much higher than the weight of the plug itself because of 
the cantilevered setup. Secondly, when a power breakdown occurs in the hydraulic 
circuit a self locking mechanism has to be activated . A spindle has already a self 
locking property. For the translation of the tractor over the ramp an electric motor is 
used, so for the total operation multiple power sources are used. lf one of the power 
sources fails there is no redundancy , so by using multiple essential power sources 
the risk of failure is increased. 

The tractor is built up symmetrically. For both tilt ing and lifting operations two 
cylinders are actuated, which means that the system is a bit over constrained. An 
improvement would be to use one actuator for rotation and one for tilting. These 
cylinders should be placed on the centerline of the tractor. An extra result of the 
chosen kinematics is that using cylinders for lift also effect rotation and vice versa. 
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This can be solved with complex control of the hydraulics, but it is preferable to 
eliminate this problem by taking a closer look at the kinematics of the mechanism. In 
figure 3-21 a kinematica! model of the Tractor can be seen. 

B. 

A. 
-shape grippers not optimal for 
alignment, causes wedging 

Frame is not very 

stift in cp 

C. 
Plate buckling 

F. 

-Low stiffness element transmits high 
force 
-4 cylinders over constrained 
-Hydraulics are beller for push force 
-Redundancy: system uses hydraulic 
and electric power source, use of 
multiple techniques increases chance 
offailure 
-Kinematics: lift and rotation influence 
each other 

E. 
Mounting block introduces 
moment in underlying H-

profile and reduces rotational 
stiffness in both 4J and 9 

-block attachment causes 
axial twist of H-profile 

Figure 3-19 CAD impression of tractor with flaws indicated 

-
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-. 
Figure 3-20 Tractor with impression of bolting tools 

Figure 3-21 Kinematica! 2D model of current tractor 
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4 Design proposals 

In this chapter alternative designs on module scope and system scope are presented 
to solve the flaws of the baseline design as explained in chapter 3. 

4. 1 Minimal interface impact 

Several flaws were indicated for the different modules of the baseline Cask. The 
advantage of the minimal interface impact system concept is mainly the low 
interference with other design groups. Changes are mainly affecting the internal 
interface requirements. The drawback on the other hand is that the system design of 
the TCS remains the same with its high complexity with higher manufacturing costs 
as a consequence. For the following issues solutions are presented which can be 
implemented without compromising (too much) on the external system interfaces: 

■ The Double Seal Door preload force 
■ The Service Connector 
■ The Tractor 
■ Pallet Bogie Concept 
■ Non-cantilevered UPP handling 

4.1.1 Double Seal Door preload force 

The preload force at the seal is applied by the rack and pinion in the rear end of the 
Pallet. As soon as the two faces of the Cask Envelope and the Docking Interface 
make contact , a huge force loop is created through the VV and the building . lt is 
difficult to predict the force distribution across the circumference; therefore the 
sealing is not very reliable . lt would be better to apply the preload force locally at the 
interface, to make it more controllable. Hooks around the seal at the front end of the 
Cask Envelope could apply a clamping force at the VV. 

4.1.2 Service Connector 
Before docking to the Port Extension Flange, the Pallet docks to the Service 
Connector. After this, the fine alignments in z, cp and (/J are done. The docking pins 
and Service Connector must allow these movements. lt would be better to have a 
removable flexible connector extension inserted and held in the Service Connector, 
which can accommodate the motions required for port docking and which can be 
removed for service while the actual port connector remains rigid and maintenance 
free. 

4.1.3 Tractor 

A redesign of the Tractor module is proposed which has the same functions as the 
baseline design. The UPP is handled cantilevered and the position in zand (/J can be 
actuated. 
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The following design guidelines are aimed tor : 

■ In case hydraulic cylinders are used, they're to be loaded with pushing 
instead of pulling forces. 

• Eliminate or reduce cross-talk between rotation and lifting movement. 
• Use leverage to reduce forces on actuators. 
• Align forces with the system nodes. 

Alternative kinematica! models of the Tractor are shown in figure 4-1 . A way to 
eliminate cross-talk between rotation and lift is by applying a parallelogram as is 
done in model I and 11. The lift action is obtained by altering the length of the diagonal 
and the rotation by revolving the complete parallelogram around node C. Model I has 
a rather large parallelogram and rotates round the system point in the upper left 
corner. The second variant uses the same principle, but the rotating point of the 
parallelogram lies at the front wheel. The actuators are in both variants loaded with 
pushing forces. Variant 111 is slightly different. No parallelogram is used, but cross-talk 
between rotation and lifting is reduced significantly compared to the baseline 
kinematica! model. Streng forces can be applied by the huge lever action. lt is done 
by adding a node in the middle of an element, impose a small angle and place an 
actuator perpendicular on this node. This allows a streng shaking movement to 
loosen the Plug , if necessary. lt is imaginable that the Plug has become difficult to 
remove after use (thermal cycling, disruptions, balts sticking). The gripper of the third 
model is positioned above and as close to the front wheels as possible. For the lifting 
operation there is a linear guidance in the lower nodal point. The sliding black is 
given a certain length to reduce contact stresses and wedging. The Gripper has a 
much more compact shape. The Plug hangs on the upper side (horizontal force) and 
rests on the bottom (horizontal and vertical component). Because of the compact 
configuration and the well exploited leverage action, this third variant is further 
elaborated. 

Il 111 

Figure 4-1 Alternative kinematica! models of the Tractor (side view) 

Max force kN baseline 1 Il 111 

Lift cyl (1) 920 280 200 250 
Rotation cyl (2) 520 1000 280 110 

Tabla 4-1 Maximum farces on the actuators tor the three kinematica! models [15] , App. A.3 
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Kinema tics 
The Tractor is driven in longitudinal direction (x) parallel to the rails and the hook 
makes fine alignments with the Plug in zand f.JJ . The Tractor frame is restricted in the 
remaining 5 DoF. The lateral direction (y) is restricted in the baseline with wheels that 
are placed on the side faces of the rails (figure 3-19). However, rotation in e is not 
constrained. The feasibility of using another rail profile can be investigated where 
flanged rollers restrict the lateral degree of freedom . Assumed is cantilevered Plug 
handling , so the Tractor will face a downward force on the front rollers and an upward 
force for the rear wheels . When not loaded, the center of gravity of the Tractor lies 
between front and rear wheels and therefore the rear support will be loaded with a 
downward facing force . Therefore , the rear support wheels will have to be able to 
transmit force in both directions to the rails. A nice feature of this design is the 
favorable position of the hook right above the front wheels . The lift and rotation 
motions are not fully separated in this kinematica! model. lf the lift-actuator is tuned , 
the upper node of the hook has to follow the pendulum path of element A. The langer 
this element and the more the angle between this element and the hook approaches 
90 °, the better the separation of lift and rotation . For the rotation actuator the same 
principle applies, but here the path of element B is followed. 

The farces acting on the hook were already determined in the baseline assessment 
for a standard UPP. The gravity force is 0.2 MN. The moment on the hooks was 
estimated at 0.8 MNm. These farces are transmitted to the wheels of the Tractor. 
lncreasing wheel base decreases the reaction farces on the wheels , but the length of 
the rails increases. Somewhat arbitrary the wheel base of the baseline, 1 m, is taken 
as reference. The wheel farces are calculated in eq . 4-2 and are a pushing force of 
0.8 MN downwards at the front end wheel and a 0.6 MN force pointing upwards at 
the rear wheel. 

The maximum farces on the actuators are calculated for the different models and 
shown in table 4-1 . The f or ces on the actuators can be much lower than f or the 
baseline design. When friction is introduced, the differences are more pronounced. 

Construction 
An indication of a suggested tractor construction is depicted in the CAD-impression in 
figure 4-2. The farces on the hooks should be transmitted to the wheels as simple 
and direct as possible. The shape of the hooks is dependent on the UPP interface. 
Since it is not determined yet and only the existing hooks of the baseline tractor are 
known , a suggestion can be made. The hook is based on a common forklift . The laad 
is hung on the upper side of the hook and has only a horizontal reaction force. The 
bottom of the hook supports the gravity laad and the horizontal reaction force of the 
moment. Should the lower hook fail the top hook is a back-up system. A nice feature 
of this design is the compact layout: the vertical force is transmitted to the wheels 
very close to the hook. The front track rollers are loaded with a downward faced force 
and the rear wheels in upper direction. The front and rear rollers are sandwiched 
between two sheets. A rectangular section box is between the sandwich to create 
extra stiffness . Two actuators are placed above the centerline of the two rails for the 
rotational actuation . A central placed actuator is responsible for the lifting motion. 
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These actuators are depicted as linear actuators. In the baseline hydraulics are used, 
a few comments on this were mentioned in paragraph 3.3.3. Since oil is prohibited, 
one could use water as hydraulic fluid as investigated by Kekalainen et al. [6] . 
Comments on the use of water hydraulics, is that water hydraulics is expensive and 
brings new possible risks like the forming of oxyhydrogen in this radioactive 
environment. 

Figure 4-2 CAD impression of Tractor 
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4.1.4 Pallet 

Height adjustable feet at the tour corners of the Pallet control z, <p and tµ. Because 
the feet only have 1 DoF, the feet slip over the floor with an angular adjustment of the 
Pallet (cp or tµ) causing high tensions, friction , leading to hysteresis and uncontrolled 
motions. Five pairs of wheels in the Pallet which can slide in lateral direction guide 
the Cask Envelope in y and e. The front three pairs are actuated by 6 hydraulic 
cylinders to adjust y and e, the rear two pairs are preloaded by springs. They aren 't in 
line with the Cask Envelope when it is returning trom an extended position , especially 
the wheels without discs on the sides. A rack-and-pinion on the rear side of the Pallet 
actuates the Cask Envelope in x. These construction-related and kinematica! 
shortcomings have negative consequences tor the handling of the Cask Envelope 
during the docking phase. 

A new concept tor the wheels is suggested inspired on train bogies. Two linear 
actuators actuate two bogies in lateral direction (figure 4-3) to adjust the Cask 
Envelope in y and e. The bogies can rotate around e freely. The advantages 
compared to the current system are that the wheels now have the same orientation 
as the rails , causing much less wear. Secondly, by using pairs wedging over the rails 
is reduced. Finally, the number of actuators is reduced (two actuators tor two DoF) . 
The construction of the Pallet needs to be revised thoroughly since the bogie-frames 
need to be incorporated in the Pallet frame. The bogies will transfer their vertical load 
via large axial needle rollers or axial spherical roller bearings. 

1 
Top view , 

Figure 4-3 Top view Pallet with bogie concept 

Wheel 

Linear Guidance 

Linear actuator 

-Bogie frame 
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4.1.5 Non-cantilevered handling 

The baseline UPP is handled cantilevered. The length to section ratio of the UPP of 6 
is particular suitable tor non-cantilevered handling. Adding a support on front of the 
UPP takes out the large moment forces introduced on the hand-over tooling. Hertzian 
contact stresses on the Tractor wheels are decreased and the demands on the 
stiffness of the Tractor/UPP combination to control the UPP tip deflections are 
decreased. Furthermore, the alignment of the UPP can be simplified with front end 
guidance. A small sideways deviation of the Tractor then causes less deflection of 
the Plug tip. Concepts with front support (two sets of wheels) already have been 
suggested [17]. The gap crossing strategy with the two sets of wheels seems 
critically dimensioned regarding small deviations. A solution can be the rotating rail 
extensions as mentioned before. Recommended is to design the front support as 
robust and simple as possible, e.g . skids, possibly ceramic, instead of wheels. 
Further investigation is required on the skids since they likely influence electric 
conductivity, heat dissipation and neutron transmittance during ITER operation. 

Parameter Value Units 
a 11 0 

a 3 m 
b Variable m 
L 6 m 
m 20000 kg 

Table 4-2 parameters lor F1gure 4-4 and F1gure 4-6 

The loading on the supports will be substantially lower with non-cantilevered handling 
as is shown below. 

X 

L 
1 

L 

Figure 4-4 Side view UPP non-cantilevered 

FM =mg = 20e3 -9.81 = 196kN 

FM.x = -Fp.x = F, -sin(a) = 37kN 

FM.v = FM ·cos(a ) = 193kN 

F =~F 
h, z a +b M .z 

F =~F 
a. z a +b M ,z 

Eq 4-1 
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Figure 4-5 Side view UPP non-cantilevered 

The wheel load Fa and Fb together take the load of 0.2 MN. When a and bare equal , 
the maximum load per joint is limited to 0.1 MN per support. 

Now the Cantilevered farces will be calculated tor comparison . 

L 

b 

a 

Figure 4-6 Side view cantilevered Plug 

FM = mg =20e3 -9 .8 l = l96kN 

F =-F =F -sin(a)=37kN M . 1 /1 ,X i\1 

FM ., = FM · cos( a ) = l 93kN Eq 4-2 

F = - b - F 
"·' {/ -b M .. -

F = -F - F a . . ~ h.:- M. :-
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Figure 4-7 Side view UPP non-cantilevered 

The wheel lead Fa and Fb together take the lead of 0.2 MN. With a cantilevered setup 
with tor example a = 4m and b = 3 m, which is comparable with the current baseline 
with the tractor design, the lead on the front support is 0.8 MN and rear support -0.6 
MN. These support leads are three to tour times higher than tor non-cantilevered 
handling. The Hertzian contact stress will be transcended much earlier. Since the 
rails and plug are not rigid bodies, the higher leads will cause higher deflections. 
Another untreated option is to have two supports both at the rear of the CoG of the 
Plug . 

Not only torces are lower tor non-cantilevered handling , also the guidance is 
optimized. That will be shown by a simple kinematica! calculation. 

0 

i '----------+-----~1-. 

sIon 

Figure 4-8 Top view UPP non-cantilevered, collision in Port Duet 

The equations that describe the largest rotational deviation tor non-cantilevered 
handling (Figure 4-10), are described by: 

a = xsin(a),b = x cos(a) 

a 2 +(b+ c)
2 
=(L-d)2 ⇒ a 2 +b2 + c 2 +2bc = L2 +d 2 -2Ld 

b + c = w ⇒ 1 = w(L - d ) 
L-d l b+ c 

~=-a- ⇒ k=~ 
c b+ c b+ c 

⇒ p = k + l = w( L - d ) + ac 
b+ c 

w(L- d ) ad 
⇒ p=---+--

b+ c L- d 

Eq 4-3 
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The equations that describe the largest rotational deviation tor non-cantilevered 
handling (figure 4-9) , are described by: 

n = (L - x) sin (a ) 

o = wcos(a ) 

p=n+ o 

collision 
0 ,.,,,, 

c L bx 

Figure 4-9 Top view UPP cantilevered, collision in Port Duet 

Eq 4-4 

The allowable misalignment during extraction tor bath non-cantilevered and 
cantilevered Plug extraction is shown in figure 4-15. lt shows that the situation where 
the Plug is supported on the front side allows larger misalignments. 

2.5 

0.5 

0 
0.5 1.5 

allowed misalignment angle 

-- non•can tile\.ered 

-- cant 1tevered (current) 

2.5 3 3.5 4.5 5 .5 
extrac tion x [m] 

Figure 4-10 Maximum deviation on centerline of Port during insertion or extraction tor two-side supported 
and cantilevered situation 
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4.2 Alternative system design: Tubular Guide 

The subsystem improvements that were introduced earlier will improve the overall 
system performance. However, it is expected that the system performance will only 
marginally meet the requirements, since the indicated fundamental issues remain: 

• The TCS consists of many modules which makes accurate positioning 
complex, furthermore force loops are long. 

• The docking procedure is unnecessarily complicated with three distinctive 
docking interfaces; first the concrete floor / service connector, then the 
docking interface on the Port and finally the UPP interface. 

• The Cask system has to make a motion in the vulnerable bellows structure of 
the Port Duet with its tightly budgeted clearance to reach the docking 
interface. There is a large weight transfer forward with an inherent low 
stiffness construction. Furthermore, there is a risk the Cask will drop in the 
gap between Building Floor and Vacuum Vessel. 

With tor example FEA or other studies it can be estimated whether the targets will be 
met, however trom an engineering perspective eliminating these flaws by a proper 
design is preferred. Therefore, also on system scope, design proposals are 
presented to show there are feasible alternatives. 

4.2.1 Brief system description 

The Tubular Guide (TG) system design presents a way to solve the mentioned most 
important shortcomings of the baseline design of the CPRHS. The TG is a 
(semi-)permanent extension tube bolted on the VV Port such that the Docking 
Interface tor the Cask is now on the end of the new tube and placed towards the 
concrete Port Cell floor. This has several advantages over the current system : 

• Cask will not drop in the gap between the floor and the vessel in case of a 
material/equipment failure. 

• Cask system can doek, without further alignment, directly to the Docking 
Flange. 

• Guidance of the hand-over mechanism is provided by the accurately aligned 
rails within the Tubular Guide. 

• The load take over trom Vessel to the mechanism is better since stiffness is 
increased. 

• Docking interface tor service connector can be integrated with docking 
interface of the extended TG. 

The TG has impact on the design requirements tor Port Plug designers. The space in 
the Port Duet is partly occupied with the Tubular Guide. Therefore, Plug designers 
have to take this into account tor the placement of e.g. diagnostic equipment and 
routing of cables and pipes. The TG system features the following main modules to 
fulfill the functions of confinement, transfer and load hand-over (figure 4-11) : 

• The Tubular Guide 
• The Pallet 
• The Cask Envelope 
• The Tractor 
• The Air Transfer System (ATS) 
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The transfer tunction is still performed by the ATS module. For the continement a 
redesigned Cask Envelope is used which also features a Double Seal Door principle. 
The docking strategy and alignment mechanisms are widely different trom the 
baseline , because of the semi-permanent Tubular Guide. The tooling tor the hand
over tunction is changed , since the Tractor makes a langer translation reaching in the 
Tubular Guide. During transfer the Cask is lowered, such that it fits in the same 
baseline volume . At the Hot Cell interface also a redesign would be required . This 
could be implemented in the same way as at the VV, but an extra possibility is to 
deliver the Plug horizontally, with obvious advantages. 

Cask Envelope 
(CONFINEMENT) 

Tractor + translation 
mechanism 

Port Extension 

UPP 

~~====:::J===\.~,, ~.,:} ... :::lll(HAND-OVER TOOLING 

Tubular Guide 
CONFINEMENT+ HANDOVER 

Figure 4-11 Side view of schematically TG system 

4.2.2 Alignment and docking 

ATS 
(TRANSFER) 

In this paragraph is explained how the fine alignments of the Cask are done and how 
the Vacuum Vessel and Cask volumes are united. All main steps of the operation are 
detined, and subsequently is described how these steps are pertormed by explaining 
the mechanisms and constructions. Theretore, first a standard begin situation is 
introduced. In this start situation the Upper Port Cell is ready tor the maintenance 
operation by the CHPRHS ; external temporary equipment has been removed , piping 
and connections to the UPP have been decoupled. The Cask enters the Port Cell to 
either install or remove an UPP. From then , the steps taken by the CPRHS system 
are listed in Table 4-3. 

The Cask Envelope is elevated and rotated 11 degrees, such that it is in front of the 
Docking Interface. The Cask Envelope is lifted such that it is higher than the Docking 
Interface and hooks of the Cask Envelope are placed above a groove in the Tubular 
Guide. The Cask Envelope is lowered and first the lateral direction (y) is aligned and 
tixed by an alignment pin on the Tubular Guide. When the Cask is rested in the 
grooves, 4 more DoF are constrained : x, z, <p and e. Only rotation around t.µ is lett. 
The two interfaces are tinally rested against each other, assisted by gravity, and 
consequently with a pin centered and locked. Now the Cask Envelope is tully docked 
to the Tubular Guide. 

In order to doek the Cask Envelope to the Tubular Guide, the Cask must be aligned 
in 6 DoF, either actively controlled or passively. Because the ATS is already 
providing the motions in the horizontal plane (x, y. 0) and is used to doek to the 
Service Connector, it can as well be used to doek to the docking interface of the VV. 
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The A TS ho Ids twelve air bearings and tour steering and driving wheels. The 
maximum load is approximately 1 e5 kg and has a positioning accuracy of 4 mm in 
the planar horizontal face. The air pads lift the frame 5 mm during operation [5] . 
When the Cask Envelope is lifted and lowered the load distribution on the air pads 
will change and there will likely be sudden load f luctuations. This will need to be 
investigated. After docking the position in 6 DoF is locked and a system is needed 
that transfers load to the floor such that the A TS can be switched off and used tor 
other tasks. Using the A TS tor the horizontal DoF simplifies the design of the 
mechanism that is needed to perform the motions in the remaining degrees of 
freedom (z, <p, iµ). 

# Task 
1 CPRHS enters the Port Cell by ATS propulsion (x, y, 8) 

2 CPRHS Pallet docks to flexible Service Connector (x, y, 8) 

3 Cask Envelope elevates and rotates 11 degrees by 3 linear actuators (z, iµ) 

4 Fine alignment to place Cask in front of TG by ATS and mechanism (x,y,z,q,,iµ ,8) 

5 Cask descends till hooks contact the TG, by 3 linear actuators with position feedback (z, x ,q,, 8) 

6 Centra! placed pin does lateral alignment during lowering (ATS still running) (y) 

7 Rear Cask actuator is lowered to align the docking interfaces, and locked with pin (iµ) 

8 Pallet leet are lowered and take over load trom ATS, force feedback on actuators (z) 

9 DSD is opened 

10 Tractor is translated towards VV (x) 

11 Rail gap is passively closed by rotating rail extensions 

12 Tractor operates at VV interface 

13 Tractor translates back, takes rail extensions back 

14 DSD closes 

15 ~ is increased little 

16 Z is increased little 

17 Cask Envelope is placed horizontally(iµ, z, <p) 

18 ATS is placed in position and air bearings are activated 

19 Pallet is lifted till gradually the load take is transferred. (z) 

20 CPRHS leaves Port Cell (x, y, 8) 
Table 4-3 Operat1onal steps CPRHS in Port Cell tor start s1tuat1on 
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A mechanism is required to ad just z, cp and I.JI between the A TS/Pallet and the Cask 
Envelope (figure 4-12). Two linear actuators support the front two corners of the 
Cask Envelope. One linear actuator supports the Cask on the rear on the centerline 
and is able to make a large travel to provide a rotation around I.JI of 11 degrees. The 
actuators only fix a translation , on the ends they are connected with ball joints. The 
mechanism is still under constrained and therefore, two triangular frames are added 
which connect the Pallet to the Envelope. They rotate around the lateral axis. The 
front triangle provides an extra degree of freedom in longitudinal direction of the node 
that connects the Cask Envelope. When the Cask is lifted on the rear to get an 11 
degree angle the Cask Envelope will be pushed slightly forward. 

UPP 
in situ 

Cask Envelope 

/ / 

<:: ~ ~~ - - - - - - - - _/ 4f / / / z 
. . . . 

ATS/Pallet 

Figure 4-12 Mechanism to adjust z, ({) and l.jJ 

Docked mode 

Linear Actuator 

Bali joint 

Rotational d.o.f. 

3 

• 
CD 

Translational d.o.f. * 

Transfer Mode 

-=----------------1--~ t:► CASK ;J i 
-~ -1 

Figure 4-13 Docking of the Cask to the TG 
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In figure 4-15 the ultimate positions of the mechanism in transfer mode and in 
Docked mode to the Upper Port VV interface are shown. In transfer mode, the Cask 
Envelope is placed horizontally. When changed to the docking mode, the rear 
actuator lifts the Cask Envelope till the 11 degree angle is reached. This causes a 
translation in forward direction in the order of 750 mm and in downward direction of 
about 160 mm. In the lifting motion the docking interfaces of Cask Envelope and the 
Tubular Guide approach almost parallel. Furthermore the forward translation makes it 
possible to use a shorter Tubular Guide which results in a lower position of the rear 
end of the Cask Envelope and hence more ceiling clearance. 

Figure 4-15 Position of the Cask Envelope lor transfer mode and lor docking to the Tubular Guide 

The shape of the triangular frames influences the kinematics, but also matters tor the 
lateral stiffness. The longer the bars, the lower the lateral stiffness at the upper node 
willbe. 
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The forward placed triangle has to restrict the Cask Envelope in y-direction (lateral) , 
while the rear placed triangle controls x- and y-direction . The full width of the Pallet of 
2620 mm will be utilized to place the nodes at the Pallet to maximize lateral stiffness. 
The lateral stiffness at the upper node of the triangle is a quadratic reduction of the 
axial stiffness of the bars: 

4-5 

c, = sin 2 (0.5a)(c1 + c 2 ) 

EA 
C = C 0 = -

1 - L 

The longitudinal stiffness is given by: 

4-6 

Eq 

Eq 

In figure 4-16 is indicated how the stiffness in both directions is subject to the ratio 
between width and height of the frame. 

E~1<'t,1 = 2e1 1 [Pa] c, 
A = Se-3 [mJ 1400 
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The front triangle has to allow longitudinal translation. Therefore a cardan coupling 
with a linear guidance has been designed as can be seen in figure 4-17. The Cask 
Envelope can rotate around the longitudinal axis (q>), around the lateral axis (4,1) and 
translate in longitudinal direction (x). A steel cylinder slides in a block that is 
incorporated in the Cask Envelope frame and allows horizontal translation as well as 
rotation around this axis. The block should be treated to prevent adhesive wear. In 
the middle of the cylinder, the triangle is connected via a pin that allows rotation 
around the lateral axis (4,1) . Tolerances and details like the mounting of the pin are 
issues tor further work. 

Figure 4-17 Upper node of the front triangular frame 

The rear triangular frame has to restrict x and y at the nodal point connecting to the 
Cask Envelope. The nodal point is placed at the centerline of the spindle. This 
spindle rotates only around 4,1 . The spindle nut is mounted with a cardan coupling to 
the Cask Envelope frame figure 4-18. 

Figure 4· 18 Rear triangular frame 

The linear actuators that support the Cask load each have two rotational degrees of 
freedom at the nodes; rod end bearings can be used. High stiffness and strength is 
important tor the handling during Docking and load transfer. Robust, proven 
technology has to be used. Self locking properties are required in case a power 
breakdown occurs. Spindles driven by electric motors are recommended. All motors 
are placed outside the Cask Envelope away trom the radiating components and to 
have optima! access to the parts that need maintenance. As the Cask Envelope is 
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lowered a load transfer from Cask actuators to the Tubular Guide will take place. 
With load sensors this load change could be measured and used to control the 
actuators. For example , a load sensor could be placed on the centerline of the 
actuator (n a drilled hole) as is done by press tools. The system must be calibrated 
before use. 

The three actuators and two triangles are connected to a redesigned Pallet (figure 
4-19) . 

Figure 4-19 Redesigned Pallet 

4.2.3 Revised Cask Envelope 

The Cask Envelope of the baseline is not a bad design, apart from some issues 
described in Chapter 0. For the Tubular Guide a concept is presented figure 4-20 , 
which has large resemblance with the baseline design. Aspects of the new concept 
could be taken over to the baseline design . The 'closed box' design of the Cask 
Envelope with trapezoidal sidewalls is a lightweight design with high stiffness 
provided proper loading conditions ; introducing forces perpendicular to a face far 
trom edges causes a low stiffness, as is the case with the docking pins on the front 
face of the baseline Cask. The alignment and the stiffness of the Cask Envelope 
determine the alignment for the hand-over tooling . Therefore , a stift design is 
desirable. The sides consist of trapezoidal sheet metal profiles to create extra 
bending stiffness. These plates are welded to rectangular sections. On the inside of 
the Cask Envelope thin sheets are welded to provide the gas sealing . The bottom 
plate requires a higher stiffness, because of the load transmitted by the rails. The 
higher stiffness is obtained by a larger height of the trapezoidal profile . The rails are 
permanently welded to the Envelope bottom. 
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4.2.4 Hand-over mechanism 

The Tractor translates over set of rails in the Cask (7m) that continues in the TG 
(3m). At the location of the DSD, an interruption of the rails is inevitable. This gap of 
300 mm is bridged by rotating rail extensions in the Cask Envelope (figure 4-21 ). A 
mechanism is required that is able to provide the 1 Om translation with these design 
guidelines: 

■ The mechanism is driven trom the Cask; no actuators are located in the 
Tubular Guide. The Tubular Guide should not incorporate complex, unproven 
technology. 

■ The mechanism is durable and safe in operation . Maintenance is easy, 
accessibility is optimal. 

■ The mechanism must be able to drive the Tractor in both directions. 
■ With a failure the confinement should never be in jeopardy, and at all times a 

recovery scenario should be available. 
■ The UPP is assumed to be handled cantilevered by the Tractor and translated 

via a pair of rails. The mechanism is able to apply a force in axial direction of 
200 kN (40 kN expected with safety factor 5). 

Figure 4-21 Rotating rail extensions in the Cask Envelope to bridge the 300 mm gap 

Several mechanisms are described below and depicted in figure 4-23. All concepts 
include a help frame (carriage), this makes it possible to prevent permanent 
placement of a spindle or rack and pinion in the Tubular Guide. The help frame is 
translated into the TG, and the Tractor can translate in the reach of the help frame. 
The Tractor carries the full load caused by the cantilevered setup, and the translation 
mechanism is solely loaded with the longitudinal force. lt is favorable to use one set 
of rails instead of two sets of rails that are stacked . However, when the carriage and 
the Tractor use the same set of rails , the Tractor is moving between the wheels at the 
front and rear of the carriage. There is a gap of approximately 0.3 m on the front of 
the Tractor when it is in its most forward position, which is undesirable of course. A 
solution to this problem could be to use more faces of the rails (figure 4-22). 

tractor 

◄ Sm travel ,..illlllllllll O 3; 

camage ~ 
C1rz zgz r zzzze zz♦ •{] 

Rails 

Sm travet 
◄ 

Figure 4-22 Rails and carriage 
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• Concept A 
The 1 Om translation is done by 2 spindles with each have a nut travel of Sm. The 
spindles are connected in series. One spindle is mounted on the Cask Envelope and 
drives the Sm long carriage which is constrained in S DoF (except x-direction). The 
carriage occupies an extra Sm long pair of rails to guide the Tractor. To give room to 
two spindles between the Cask Envelope floer and the Tractor, a stacked 
configuration is almost unavoidable (when both spindles are placed right in the 
middle between rails). 

• Concept B 
A Sm long spindle drives a small carriage. A chain is mounted on the cask envelope 
and goes via a gear on the carriage to the Tractor. The travel of the Tractor is 
therefore twice the travel of the carriage. 

• Concept C 
A Sm long spindle with the motor located outside the Cask Envelope drives a 
carriage. The Sm long carriage sets a chain in motion which is on the bottom fixed to 
the Cask and on the upper side to the Tractor. The translation of S m of the carriage 
causes a 1 0 m translation of the Tractor. When the carriage is driven forward, the 
chain is forced to roll over the carriage and the Tractor will move with twice the speed 
(twice the travel of the Carriage). For the chain a leaf chain is used that is streng 
enough to withstand the maximum force of 200 kN. The mechanism can apply force 
to the Tractor in both directions, with the use of one actuator. The chains should be 
covered to prevent spread and storage of activated dust. 

For concept A the advantages are that the mechanism can apply force in both 
directions, and spindles are reliable and accurate. Drawbacks are the use of two 
electric motors and the stacked configuration, which is unfavorable regarding space 
consumption and accuracy. Concept Bis very simple and requires a small number of 
components and only one motor is used. The major drawback is that the mechanism 
is only good tor a pulling motion (away trom the VV). The motion in ether direction 
has to rely completely on the gravity force component by the 11 ° angle ( 40 kN tor 
UPP). Concept C is chosen to be the best option, since the construction is simple 
with the use of only one motor. The mechanism is able to make the 10 m translation 
and can apply force in both directions. Back-up drives are easily installable. 
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Figure 4-23 Translation mechanism concepts 

Figure 4-24 Cask Envelope with translation mechanism , Double Seal Door, and rail extensions 
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4.3 Alternative system design: In-duet rails Concept 

This concept is a compromise between the TG and the baseline concept. A set of 
rails is permanently mounted to the VV on bottom of the Port Duet. These rails are 
mounted cantilevered to the VV at the lower side of the Docking Interface and reach 
to the edge of the concrete floor. The Cask is docked first to the end of these rails 
and is therewith aligned to the VV interface. Also a 'bridge' is formed between VV 
and building. Preferably, the first docking to the Port Duet rails is integrated with the 
docking to the Service Connector. Then, the Cask Envelope travels over the rails 
forward and docks to the Docking Interface. The rails fulfill the functions: 

■ The transfer of the Cask Envelope into the Port Duet is safer, since the risk on 
damaging the Port Duet by pivoting or sideways motions, is reduced. 

■ The system stiffness is increased, which is favorable tor the load transfer of 
the UPP. Also the risk on breaking the confinement seal is reduced. 

■ Alignment to the Docking Interface is easier, because of the guidance in the 
Port Duet. 

■ The rails can be used tor handling of all kinds of Port Cell equipment. 

In figure 4-25 the rear view (looking in x-direction) of the most narrow part of the 
Upper Port Duet is given with the baseline Cask Envelope inside. The clearance 
between Cask Envelope and Port Duet is tightly budgeted, so there is limited space 
available under or even at the sides of the Cask Envelope to place the in-duet rails. 
Therefore, a redesign of the Cask Envelope would be necessary to incorporate rails 
in the Port Duet. Two options are shown in figure 4-26. In red the rails are shown that 
are connected to the Upper Port. In blue the rollers are depicted that are in both 
cases are mounted on the Cask Envelope. 
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Figure 4-25 Port Duet dimensions with baseline Cask Envelope 
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5 Conclusions and recommendations 

5. 1 Synthesis Trade-off 

The different design proposals are compared in a trade-off to assess which solutions 
are best to improve the handling of the UPP. The Tubular Guide concept improves 
the docking operation by providing a passive mechanica! guidance, and furthermore 
the accuracy is increased by higher system stiffness. Also the risky translation of the 
Cask in the Duet is not needed. Betere the Cask enters the Port Cell, the pipes to the 
UPP need to be disassembled; this is still a not well developed terrain. The rails-in
duct concept can leave the baseline concept intact tor a large part, but still has the 
advantages of the passive guidance and increased stiffness. Non-cantilevered 
handling improves the handling and therefore is recommended regardless of the 
ether design proposals. The Tractor optimization is recommended at all times, since 
it shows clear design advantages without affecting system interfaces and can be 
applied in the baseline cask, but also tor ether system concepts like the TG. The 
Bogie concept is of interest when the Pallet module trom the baseline design is 
required. Optimization on the sealing preload is important as confinement is a very 
important requirement and new this confinement is in jeopardy by choosing to apply 
the force via a large loop trom the back of the Pallet. 

5.2 lntegration issues 

The CPRHS has a lot interfaces with the PBS. Some design solutions show clear 
advantages regarding remote handling, but impose large changes tor external 
interfaces and project management. On modular scope the design proposal tor the 
Tractor is recommended, since no external interfaces are affected and the 
mechanica! design can be improved evidently. The same passes tor the Pallet 
optimization and the DSD preload concept. The concepts that change the docking 
concept of the baseline, inevitably impact the external interfaces like the docking 
interface on the VV, the volume claims in the Port Cell and positioning of the SC. The 
UPP handling can be improved with a big step with a TG concept, but here the 
impact on the PBS is large. Especially the increase of contaminated volume and the 
volume claim in the Port Duet are important issues which need further investigation. 
Non-cantilevered handling has small impact on the VV, but has clear mechanica! 
advantages and is therefore recommended, also since this concept is applied at the 
Equatorial Port Plug. 
Clearly, the Tubular Guide implies the most changes on interfaces. A distinction is 
made in external and internal interfaces, where internal interfaces are between the 
modules of the TCS and external interfaces are between TCS and the environment. 
The internal interfaces do not weigh as heavily, since changes within the Cask 
design are relatively easy to deploy. From this, the most important consequences 
follow trom interface 4 (confinement with Vacuum Vessel) and 9 (Handling System 
with Port Cell) (figure 2-3): 

• lncrease of confinement in Port Duet 
The contaminated volume of VV increases with the volume of the Tubular 
Guide. The nuclear guideline interface has to be investigated. 
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■ Connections to UPP. 
Connections (pipes and wiring) have to be (dis-)connected manually. A 
permanent Tubular Guide needs a new strategy to (dis-)connect all 
equipment. 

■ The (semi-permanent) Tubular Guide implies an extra volume claim in the 
Port Duet. 
The effects on the different Port for diagnostics and heating have to be 
investigated. Also the linear motion of 10 meters across the center line of the 
Upper Port gives another swept volume of the Transfer Cask System in the 
Port Cell where less space is available on the ceiling . 

■ Effect on Vacuum Vessel design . 
The Upper Port design changes. The flange of the UPP is still at the same 
position but the docking interface for the TCS is translated in radial direction 
with 3.5 meters. The loading conditions during docking and undocking and 
laad transfer of the UPP need to be investigated. The extra weight of the 
Tubular Guide needs to be accounted for in Vacuum Vessel analysis tor 
disruptions e.g. 

■ Air Transfer System is used for docking in x, y and 8. 
The design of the ATS needs to be compatible tor the loading conditions 
during docking and undocking to the VV docking interface. 

5.3 Recommendations 

With for example FEA studies it can be estimated whether the targets for safety will 
be met. lt is expected that the baseline will fulfill the requirements marginally. Safety 
and reliability are crucial , and therefore no risk should be taken with a marginal 
system concept. From an engineering perspective, eliminating the flaws by a proper 
design is preferred . The advantages of alternative concepts have been shown, but 
the decision for take-over into the baseline is dependent on multiple issues. The 
impact on the PBS is rather large for the TG concept. Therefore, it is recommended 
to assess the feasibility of the changes on the requirements for the various external 
interfaces. The mentioned design suggestions give sufficient motivation and prework 
to elaborate a (safer) remote handling concept. lf the system concept is not changed , 
then is recommended to optimize the baseline on modular scope. 
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Appendices 
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A.1 Center of gravity of Cask during operation 

1 COG Path 1 

The laad on docking pins on front of the Cask Envelope is calculated. Center of 
gravity relative to front feet Pallet: 

• Cask docks to Port Flange: 
• Tractor moves forward: 
• Tractor takes full Plug laad: 
• Tractor/Plug transl. to rear: 

CoG = -0.2 m 
CoG = 0.35 m 
CoG = 2.4 m 
CoG = 30 mm 

The forward position of the CoG introduces force in dowel pins at Port flange: 

• F endposition= 300 kN 
• F pluginside = 4 kN 

When Cask would be constrained in z by connecting to Pallet (also done at 
Equatorial Level): 

• Cask docks to Port Flange: 
• Tractor moves forward: 
• Tractor takes full Plug laad: 
• Tractor/Plug transl. to rear: 

• Fendposition=0.3 MN 

CoG = -0.8 m 
CoG = -0.2 m 
CoG = 2 m 
CoG = -0.4 m 

No vertical force on dowel pins when Plug is inside Cask. 
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A.2 Upper Port Cell dimensions 
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Top view Upper Port Cell Assembly with dimensions 
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Side view Upper Port Cell Assembly with dimensions 
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A.3 Tractor actuator forces 

The actuator farces are determined by simple calculations tor three kinematica! 
models tor the Tractor. All models are fitted in a 1 x1 m space envelope. The gripper 
is loaded with two vertical farces (0.8 MN pull force at the upper side, 0.8MN push 
force at the lower side) and a vertical gravity force of 0.2 MN at the lower side . 

1 Il 111 
08MN 0.8 MN 0.8 MN 

0.2 MN 0.2 MN 

• 0.8 MN o'1î MN 0.8 MN 

Model 1 

F
1 
= ) F0 , = ✓2 ·O.2zO.28MN 

cos 45° -

F2 = F0 2 + F0 8 "'" IMN 

Model Il 

F1 = F02 ✓ 1 2 +O.2 2 zO.2MN 

F, = r Fos + 0.2Fo2 "'" 1 / 4 0.8 + 0.2 · 0 .2 = O.28MN 
1.05 1.05 

Model 111 
The actuator farces are calculated tor a rotation dl/] -1 ° and a translation dz = -25 mm 
(the situation where the 'knee-hinges' make the largest angle) 

F" = ✓2F08 = l . l 3MN F,1 = ✓2F08 + F0 2 = l .33MN 

F = ✓5 _!_p = ✓5 QJ_ l.1 3=0.25MN 
1 2 0 .5 ,\ 2 0.5 

Cl 0. J 
F, = --r::: F11 =--r::: 1.33=0. I IMN 

- 0.5-v 2 0 .5-v 2 
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Int od 1ct1011 

ITER is an international scientific project that aims to 
demonstrate the feasibility of commercial energy with 
nuclear fusion . ITER makes use of magnetic confinement 
of the plasma in a donut shaped Vacuum Vessel (W). 
Radially inserted Upper Port Plugs (UPP's) monitor and 
stabilize the plasma. Regular scheduled maintenance is 
necessary, because of degradation of materials and opties. 
Human access is impossible, due to neutron-activation and 
beryllium and tritium dust. Therefore, remote handling is 
requ ired . Maintenance is done in the Hot Cell Facility 
(HCF). Within the ITER organization the Transfer Cask 
System is developed, which provides the transfer of Plugs 
trom W to HCF and installs/removes the Plugs at the bath 
interfaces. During exchange the Plugs are confined to 
prevent spread of contamination . This system is assessed 
and design proposals are done on component level and on 
system scope in order to improve the overall reliability and 
safety. 

Figure 1. Vacuum Vesse l w it h 44 ports . One of the Up pe r Port Plugs is s hown on the r ight 

Cask design 
The UPP weighs 20 tons and is mounted cantilevered in 
the Vessel with a tight clearance of 20 mm. Therefore, an 
accurate and high stiffness design is required tor the laad 
take over. The previous Cask design uses a complex 
docking and alignment strategy with long force loops and a 
superfluous number of degrees of freedom . Five modules 
(air transporter, pallet, cask envelope, ramp and tractor) 
are used to perform the three mentioned main functions . 
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The kinematica! model of the previous tractor is improved. 
Actuator farces are lowered by a factor tour, cross-talk 
between actuators is reduced and farces are pointing at 
system nodes. Another proposal on modular level is a 
redesign of the Pallet. The Pallet aligns the Cask in 6 
degrees of treedom to the W . The Cask has rails 
underneath and guided by wheels in the Pallet. In the new 
design the wheels are grouped in bogies to reduce wear 
and friction on the rails and to reduce the number of 
actuators trom six to two . 

Fig ure 3. tractor kinem at ica! mo d el and CA D im pression 

The changes on modular level improve the overall system 
performance, but direct alignment to the docking Interface 
could simplify the docking operation . Therefore , a design 
change on system scope is presented. For this, a Tubular 
Guide (TG) is proposed , a (semi-permanent) extra tube 
mounted in the Port Duet on the Port with internal rails . 
The Cask docks to the TG Docking Flange. The Cask can 
not drop in the gap between the floor and the vessel in 
case of a failure . Stiffness is increased in the laad take 
over trom Vessel to the mechanism. 

Figure 4 . Port Ce ll with tubu lar Gu ide with Cask in docked mode 
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Proposals are done on the design on modular level to 
improve overall system performance. A bigger step can be 
taken by revising the system design . The Tubular looks 
promising. Force loops are decreased, docking is less 
complex and the construction is simpler. lt is 
recommended to further investigate the Tubular Guide 
concept. 


